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New York Times and USA Today Bestseller! Be among the first to discover rising star Grace Burrowes, whose searing
debut, The Heir, captured awards, rave reviews, and a crusade of fans who can't stop talking about it. Even in the quiet
countryside he can find no peace... His idyllic estate is falling down from neglect and nightmares of war give him no rest.
Then Devlin St. Just meets his new neighbor... Until his beautiful neighbor ignites his imagination... With her confident
manner hiding a devastating secret, his lovely neighbor commands all of his attention, and protecting Emmaline becomes
Deviln's most urgent mission. Windham series: The Heir (Book 1) The Soldier (Book 2) The Virtuoso (Book 3) Lady
Sophie's Christmas Wish (Book 4) Lady Maggie's Secret Scandal (Book 5) Lady Louisa's Christmas Knight (Book 6)
Lady Eve's Indiscretion (Book 7) Lady Jenny's Christmas Portrait (Book 8) Praise for The Heir: "Brimming with Passion,
Romance, and Wit." — Sophia Nash, RITA Award–winning author of Secrets of a Scandalous Bride "Outstanding debut...a
witty, sensual Regency romance leaving readers saying huzzah!" — Booklist, starred review "The heroine is a woman of
such mystery that both the hero and the reader become obsessed with her." — USA Today
Biography in free verse of United States Army soldier, Pete Seibert, who fought with a division of ski troops in World War
II.
Teenage soldiers Michael and Ralph find a woman's dress in the bushes while serving with the Continental Army and are
concerned about spies, but when they and their new comrade, Hugh, face the British they have other worries.
Over a quarter million underage British boys fought on the Allied front lines of the Great War, but not all of them fought on
the battlefield—some fought beneath it, as revealed in this middle-grade historical adventure about a deadly underground
mission. Secret Soldiers follows the journey of Thomas, a thirteen-year-old coal miner, who lies about his age to join the
Claykickers, a specialized crew of soldiers known as “tunnelers,” in hopes of finding his missing older brother. Thomas
works in the tunnels of the Western Front alongside three other soldier boys whose constant bickering and inexperience
in mining may prove more lethal than the enemy digging toward them. But as they burrow deeper beneath the battlefield,
the boys discover the men they hope to become and forge a bond of brotherhood. Secret Soldiers is another stunning
story of strength, perseverance, and love from Keely Hutton.
An unforgettable novel based on the life of Ricky Richard Anywar, who at age fourteen was forced to fight as a soldier in
the guerrilla army of notorious Ugandan warlord Joseph Kony Soldier Boy begins with the story of Ricky Richard Anywar,
abducted in 1989 to fight with Joseph Kony's rebel army in the Ugandan civil war (one of Africa's longest running
conflicts). Ricky is trained, armed, and forced to fight government soldiers alongside his brutal kidnappers, but never
stops dreaming of escape. The story continues twenty years later, with a fictionalized character named Samuel, a boy
deathly afraid of trusting anyone ever again. Samuel is representative of the thousands of child soldiers Ricky eventually
helped rehabilitate as founder of the internationally acclaimed charity Friends of Orphans. Working closely with Ricky
himself, debut author Keely Hutton has written an eye-opening book about a boy’s unbreakable spirit and indomitable
courage in the face of unimaginable horror. This title has Common Core connections.
Muki Betser was born in Israel's Jezreel Valley and grew up to become one of the leaders of his country's most elite
commando unit, Sayeret Matkal. Newspapers refer to the sayeret, or special reconnaissance forces, as the "tip of the
spear" of the Israel Defense Forces (IDF). But Sayeret Matkal-or simply, the Unit-was the cream of that crop, carrying out
some of the best-known antiterrorist raids of the last twenty-five years.
A classic work of American literature that has not stopped changing minds and lives since it burst onto the literary scene,
The Things They Carried is a ground-breaking meditation on war, memory, imagination, and the redemptive power of
storytelling. The Things They Carried depicts the men of Alpha Company: Jimmy Cross, Henry Dobbins, Rat Kiley,
Mitchell Sanders, Norman Bowker, Kiowa, and the character Tim O’Brien, who has survived his tour in Vietnam to
become a father and writer at the age of forty-three. Taught everywhere—from high school classrooms to graduate
seminars in creative writing—it has become required reading for any American and continues to challenge readers in their
perceptions of fact and fiction, war and peace, courage and fear and longing. The Things They Carried won France's
prestigious Prix du Meilleur Livre Etranger and the Chicago Tribune Heartland Prize; it was also a finalist for the Pulitzer
Prize and the National Book Critics Circle Award.
The on board computer on spaceship MouseStar 1, Hologramix, is out of order! To fix it, Geronimo Stiltonix must take it
to a brilliant inventor who lives on a distant planet. But while Hologramix is being repaired, pirate spacecats attack, and
steal it! Can the spacemice get Hologramix back before the spacecats turn it evil and set it against them?
An in-depth examination of Soviet military intelligence up to the rise of Nazi Germany.
The remarkable story of a Japanese American who served in a top-secret team in World War II that coaxed Japanese Imperial soldiers from
their bunkers on the front lines of the war in the Pacific. Masao Abe was a second-generation Japanese American who was swept up in the
momentum of history during World War II. Born in southern California but educated as a teenager in Japan during the 1930s, he returned to
the US and was drafted into the US Army. As he completed basic training, the attack on Pearl Harbor put his military career in limbo because
the US government didn't know what to do with him or how to think about him--was he an enemy or a patriot? Masao was eventually recruited
to join the secretive Military Intelligence Service: he was trained to accompany American soldiers as they fought their way across the islands
in the Pacific. His assignment was to convince Japanese Imperial soldiers to lay down their arms, and to read captured documents looking for
enemy strategies. He went to war with a bodyguard because his commanders knew he wore a target on his front and his back. This littleknown slice of history reveals how the confluence of race, war, and loyalty played out when the nation called for the service of those it judged
most harshly.
Secrets of a Soldier explores the wartime history of one remarkable family through the dramatic story of Paul Bonenfant, a soldier in the
Canadian Expeditionary Forces during World War One. Paul bravely serves in many brutal battles, including the battle of Vimy Ridge, and
becomes a skilled and decorated war hero. He reconnects with his brother, Joey, who has become an influential military personage with
shadowy connections to a powerful covert international organization and, on a brief leave, meets beautiful, adventurous Bea and falls in love
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with her. Paul and Bea get married despite the uncertainties of his life as a soldier and Paul finds strength in his love for her as he struggles
through the hell of war. They welcome a baby girl and Paul’s happiness seems complete. Soon after, however, he is unexpectedly called to a
dangerous top-secret mission that no one seems to think he’ll survive. He returns to a nightmare of betrayal and struggles with the aftermath
of combat and painful upheavals in his relationships with those closest to him. Paul will carry the mental and emotional scars of battle for the
rest of his life; must he suffer a similar fate with his family? Can he ever truly move on and find happiness and lasting love? This tale of
bravery, honour, lies, lust, and deception conveys powerful messages about the power of love and hope in a wartime world gone mad.
Historical fiction at its best, this novel by bestselling author Marissa Moss tells the story of Sarah Emma Edmonds, who masqueraded as a
man named Frank Thompson during the Civil War. Among her many adventures, she was a nurse on the battlefield and a spy for the Union
Army, and was captured by (and escaped from) the Confederates. The novel is narrated by Sarah, offering readers an in-depth look not only
at the Civil War but also at her journey to self-discovery as she grapples with living a lie and falling in love with one of her fellow soldiers.
Using historical materials to build the foundation of the story, Moss has crafted a captivating novel for the YA audience. The book includes a
Civil War timeline, archival photos, a glossary of names, and a detailed note on sources. Praise for A Soldier's Secret STARRED REVIEWS
"A female Civil War soldier is brought alive for readers...Moss convincingly but never gratuitously portrays the gore, horror and boredom of
war. An intimate look at a soldier's life from a compelling, historical perspective." —Kirkus Reviews, starred review "A captivating piece of YA
historical fiction." —Publishers Weekly, starred review “Moss combines fiction with biography in this compelling account…Many battles are
graphically described, and the novel is crammed with atmosphere and detail.” —Bay Area News Group "Whether a valiant soldier or angel of
mercy, Sarah is a brave and loyal historical figure, well deserving of readers’ attention." —School Library Journal "Moss’ novel offers a
fascinating, first-person portrait." —Booklist "The novel is well-written, vividly capturing the drama of Edmonds’ story as well as larger wartime
realities.” —Library Media Connection
MAN ON A MISSION To find out who was claiming ownership of the only place he'd ever called home, Harry Maxwell knew he'd have to
practice a little deception. So the wounded lieutenant changed his name a little. Altered a few facts. All for a good cause—get in, get the truth,
get out. Until he met the Bramblebery House heir presumptive. Anna Galvez was captivating in ways he hadn't even known existed. Still, after
spending time with her, he wanted the house more than ever. But only if she was in it…
Take a bite into the fascinating history of peanut butter and the man who invented it. Through leveled text and engaging photos, kids meet
George Washington Carver and learn about his important work with peanuts and other plants. This level 1 reader is carefully leveled for an
early independent reading or read aloud experience, perfect to encourage the scientists and explorers of tomorrow!
Step into the action as the U.S. Marines and the Dobermans of World War II fight to recapture the island of Guam from Japanese troops. It’s
1944, and the Second Battle of Guam is in full gear. Twelve-year-old Bo just escaped from a work camp, and he’s ready to help kick the
enemy off his island. Stryker is an official U.S. Marine Doberman on an urgent mission. When Bo and Stryker meet in the jungle, they team
up to help the American forces. But between painful injuries, raging rivers, wild animals, and a surprise attack on a hospital, their job isn’t
easy. With a Japanese soldier hot on their trail, can they deliver their top-secret message in time? Told in the alternating perspectives of Bo
and Stryker, this action-packed adventure is inspired by the real-life Dobermans of World War II who bravely served beside the U.S. Marines.
The life of a counterterrorist commando is combined with a personal look at the Israeli Defense Force's previously classified military actions
ennifer A. Nielsen takes readers on an extraordinary journey in this final installment of the NEW YORK TIMES bestselling Ascendance
Trilogy. War is coming...Join Jaron as he embarks on his final adventure!
NEW YORK TIMES BESTSELLER • A "riveting"* international cloak-and-dagger epic, here is the stunning untold story of Ernest
Hemingway's dangerous secret life -- including his role as a Soviet agent code-named "Argo" -- that fueled his art and his undoing. In 2010,
while he was the historian at the esteemed CIA Museum, Nicholas Reynolds, a longtime American intelligence officer, former U.S. Marine
colonel, and Oxford-trained historian, began to uncover clues suggesting Nobel Prize-winning novelist Ernest Hemingway was deeply
involved in mid-twentieth-century spycraft -- a mysterious and shocking relationship that was far more complex, sustained, and fraught with
risks than has ever been previously supposed. Now Reynolds's meticulously researched and captivating narrative, Writer, Sailor, Soldier,
Spy, "looks among the shadows and finds a Hemingway not seen before" (London Review of Books), revealing for the first time the whole
story of this hidden side of Hemingway's life: his troubling recruitment by Soviet spies to work with the NKVD, the forerunner to the KGB,
followed in short order by a complex set of secret relationships with American agencies, including the FBI, the Department of State, the Office
of Naval Intelligence (ONI), and the Office of Strategic Services (OSS), a precursor to the CIA. Starting with Hemingway's sympathy to
antifascist forces during the 1930s, Reynolds illuminates Hemingway's immersion in the life-and-death world of the revolutionary left, from his
passionate commitment to the Spanish Republic; his successful pursuit by Soviet NKVD agents, who valued Hemingway's influence, access,
and mobility; his wartime meeting in East Asia with communist leader Chou En-Lai, the future premier of the People's Republic of China; and
finally to his undercover involvement with Cuban rebels in the late 1950s and his sympathy for Fidel Castro. Reynolds equally explores
Hemingway's participation in various roles as an agent for the United States government, including hunting Nazi submarines with ONIsupplied munitions in the Caribbean on his boat, Pilar; his command of an informant ring in Cuba called the "Crook Factory" that reported to
the American embassy in Havana; and his on-the-ground role in Europe, where he helped OSS gain key tactical intelligence for the liberation
of Paris and fought alongside the U.S. infantry in the bloody endgame of World War II. As he examines the links between Hemingway's work
as an operative and as an author, Reynolds reveals how Hemingway's secret adventures influenced his literary output and contributed to the
writer's block and mental decline (including paranoia) that plagued him during the postwar years -- a period marked by the Red Scare and
McCarthy hearings, which destroyed the life of anyone with Soviet connections. Reynolds also illuminates how those same experiences
played a role in some of Hemingway's greatest works, including For Whom the Bell Tolls and The Old Man and the Sea, while also adding to
the burden that he carried at the end of his life and perhaps contributing to his suicide. A literary biography with the soul of an espionage
thriller, Writer, Sailor, Soldier, Spy is an essential contribution to our understanding of the life, work, and fate of one of America's most
legendary authors. *William Doyle
Bizarre military history: In 1979, a crack commando unit was established by the most gifted minds within the U.S. Army. Defying all known
laws of physics and accepted military practice, they believed that a soldier could adopt the cloak of invisibility, pass cleanly through walls,
and—perhaps most chillingly—kill goats just by staring at them. They were the First Earth Battalion, entrusted with defending America from all
known adversaries. And they really weren’t joking. What’s more, they’re back—and they’re fighting the War on Terror. An uproarious
exploration of American military paranoia: With investigations ranging from the mysterious “Goat Lab,” to Uri Geller’s covert psychic work
with the CIA, to the increasingly bizarre role played by a succession of U.S. presidents, this might just be the funniest, most unsettling book
you will ever read—if only because it is all true and is still happening today.
In the 1700s, women's responsibilities were primarily child rearing and household duties. But Deborah Sampson wanted more from life. She
wanted to read, to travel—and to fight for her country's independence. When the colonies went to war with the British in 1775, Deborah was
intent on being part of the action. Seeing no other option, she disguised herself in a man's uniform and served in the Continental army for
more than a year, her identity hidden from her fellow soldiers. Accomplished writer Sheila Solomon Klass creates a gripping firstperson
account of an extraordinary woman who lived a life full of danger, adventure, and intrigue.
Profiles the virtually unknown 23rd Headquarters Special Troops, an elite, thousand-man "ghost army" that helped win the Battle of Europe
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and fought in more campaigns than any other unit in the European Theater of Operations. 30,000 first printing.
A brief biography of the woman who disguised herself as a man and joined the Continental Army during the Revolutionary War.
Of all the things there were to do on Saturday mornings in the park, playing baseball was what Joe wanted most to do that day. He found a
game going, and asked if he could play. "Scram kid," said one of the boys. And then began Joe's angry, wide-awake dream. Each time he
tried to get into the game and couldn't, he pictured himself getting even by yelling back at them twice as hard and by being twice as mean.
A special ops soldier presumed dead must blow his cover to save his family in this intriguing story from USA TODAY bestselling author Laura
Scott, part of the Justice Seekers series. When a plane crash left special ops soldier Hawk Jacobson with amnesia, all he knows is that the
plane was sabotaged and he has a target on his back. His survival depends on letting everyone—including his wife Jillian Wade—believe he’s
dead. Until gunmen come after Jillian and the daughter he never knew existed. Can Jillian help him regain his memory in time to expose a
killer? Experience more action-packed mystery and suspense in the rest of the Justice Seekers series by Laura Scott: Soldier’s Christmas
Secrets Guarded by the Soldier Wyoming Mountain Escape From Love Inspired Suspense: Courage. Danger. Faith.

John Wells may have left the CIA, but he hasn't left the high-stakes world of espionage, where hidden battles determine the fate of
nations. In Saudi Arabia, King Abdullah is losing his hold. A series of terrorist attacks has put the Kingdom on edge, and even
Abdullah's own secret police cannot be trusted. With nowhere to turn, the King asks for Wells's help. Reluctantly, and with the
secret blessing of his former CIA boss, Wells agrees. But as he begins to unravel the conspiracy, it takes an unexpected twist,
becoming more dangerous than Wells ever imagined. The plotters want more than the fall of a monarch. They want to start the
final battle between America and Islam--with only themselves as the victor...
#1 NEW YORK TIMES BESTSELLER • ONE OF TIME MAGAZINE’S 100 BEST YA BOOKS OF ALL TIME The extraordinary,
beloved novel about the ability of books to feed the soul even in the darkest of times. When Death has a story to tell, you listen. It
is 1939. Nazi Germany. The country is holding its breath. Death has never been busier, and will become busier still. Liesel
Meminger is a foster girl living outside of Munich, who scratches out a meager existence for herself by stealing when she
encounters something she can’t resist–books. With the help of her accordion-playing foster father, she learns to read and shares
her stolen books with her neighbors during bombing raids as well as with the Jewish man hidden in her basement. In superbly
crafted writing that burns with intensity, award-winning author Markus Zusak, author of I Am the Messenger, has given us one of
the most enduring stories of our time. “The kind of book that can be life-changing.” —The New York Times “Deserves a place on
the same shelf with The Diary of a Young Girl by Anne Frank.” —USA Today DON’T MISS BRIDGE OF CLAY, MARKUS
ZUSAK’S FIRST NOVEL SINCE THE BOOK THIEF.
Collects Secret Warps Solider Supreme Annual #1, Secret Warps: Weapon Hex Annual #1, Secret Warps: Ghost Panther Annual
#1, Secret Warps: Arachknight Annual #1, Secret Warps: Iron Hammer Annual #1. The mashed-up heroes of INFINITY WARPS
return! When villains Madame Hel, Red Dormammu and Stane Odinson work together to cause a rift between Iron Hammer and
Soldier Supreme, it leads to a crisis across space-time that brings together Weapon Hex, Ghost Panther, Arachknight and more to
save their reality from cosmic calamity! The forces of Hell invade the streets of New York City! The cursed, stunt-riding king of
Wakanda fights Martians in the year 2099! Arachknight’s world collides with the New Supreme Universe, home of the Supreme
Seven! And as strange new amalgamations take shape, can even Ghost Hammer change things back to normal? Plus: More
mighty, uncanny tales of the warped warriors!
What do set design, sound effects, and showmanship have to do with winning World War II? Meet the Ghost Army that played a
surprising role in helping to deceive — and defeat — the Nazis. In his third book about deception during war, Paul B. Janeczko
focuses his lens on World War II and the operations carried out by the Twenty-Third Headquarters Special Troops, aka the Ghost
Army. This remarkable unit included actors, camouflage experts, sound engineers, painters, and set designers who used their
skills to secretly and systematically replace fighting units — fooling the Nazi army into believing what their eyes and ears told them,
even though the sights and sounds of tanks and war machines and troops were entirely fabricated. Follow the Twenty-Third into
Europe as they play a dangerous game of enticing the German army into making battlefield mistakes by using sonic deceptions,
inflatable tanks, pyrotechnics, and camouflage in more than twenty operations. From the Normandy invasion to the crossing of the
Rhine River, the men of the Ghost Army — several of whom went on to become famous artists and designers after the war — played
an improbable role in the Allied victory.
"A novel based on a true story [in which] a mother and daughter risk their lives to provide shelter to two families and a German
soldier--all unbeknownst to each other--in a tiny two-room house in Sokal, Poland, during the Nazi invasion"--Amazon.com.
The powerful stranger broke down the door and saved Sabine O'Clery from the terrorists holding her hostage. But her secretive
hero was forbidden from revealing his identity. Until enemy fire forced them to crash-land.… Of all the covert military missions,
being stranded on a Greek island with a beautiful woman is one that Cullen McQueen never imagined. But their stay in paradise
was all too fleeting. He had to take Sabine back to America, or risk blowing his cover and losing everything he'd fought for. Yet
memories of one passion-filled night haunted him… and when danger followed Sabine home, the stealth soldier knew he would
break all the rules to keep her safe forever.
From food to fashion, this colorfully illustrated picture book explores the ways in which people of different social classes lived one
hundred years ago in New York City. Original.
NOW A MAJOR MOTION PICTURE The harrowing, true account from the brave men on the ground who fought back during the
Battle of Benghazi. 13 HOURS presents, for the first time ever, the true account of the events of September 11, 2012, when
terrorists attacked the US State Department Special Mission Compound and a nearby CIA station called the Annex in Benghazi,
Libya. A team of six American security operators fought to repel the attackers and protect the Americans stationed there. Those
men went beyond the call of duty, performing extraordinary acts of courage and heroism, to avert tragedy on a much larger scale.
This is their personal account, never before told, of what happened during the thirteen hours of that now-infamous attack. 13
HOURS sets the record straight on what happened during a night that has been shrouded in mystery and controversy. Written by
New York Times bestselling author Mitchell Zuckoff, this riveting book takes readers into the action-packed story of heroes who
laid their lives on the line for one another, for their countrymen, and for their country. 13 HOURS is a stunning, eye-opening, and
intense book--but most importantly, it is the truth. The story of what happened to these men--and what they accomplished--is
unforgettable.

In this action-packed adventure and coming-of-age story that finely weaves fact and fiction, thirteen-year-old Ming lives in
a small village in Maoist China in the 1970s. His father is convinced that Emperor Qin’s tomb—and the life-size terra-cotta
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army created to serve and protect the emperor in the afterlife—lies hidden in the hills around them. But if Ming’s father
doesn’t prove it soon, the town’s Political Officer will condemn him to the brutal labor camps. From the stories of a terracotta soldier who has survived through the centuries, Ming learns the history of Emperor Qin, known for building the
Great Wall of China, and how and why the terra-cotta soldiers came to be. As their unlikely friendship develops, Ming
experiences the mysterious tomb firsthand, braving deadly traps and witnessing the terra-cotta army in action. Most
importantly, he comes to see how he can save both the terra-cotta soldiers and his father from the corrupt Political Officer
and his Communist cronies. The book is illustrated with photographs of Communist Chinese village life in the 1970s, the
Great Wall, and, of course, the excavated tomb with its many terra-cotta soldiers. It also features a special recipe from
the story. Praise for Secrets of the Terra-Cotta Soldier "Historical photos and Indiana Jones–style adventure enrich this
tale of an unusual meeting between the Qin Dynasty and the 20th century." --Kirkus Reviews "Despite the hardships,
both courageous characters work to uphold their respective duties: Shi to protect the tomb and Ming to protect the
cultural legacy of China’s people. With archival art, recipes, and end notes, this title is sure to be a hit in the classroom."
--Booklist
From the New York Times bestselling author of A Legacy of Spies. The man he knew as "Control" is dead, and the young
Turks who forced him out now run the Circus. But George Smiley isn't quite ready for retirement—especially when a
pretty, would-be defector surfaces with a shocking accusation: a Soviet mole has penetrated the highest level of British
Intelligence. Relying only on his wits and a small, loyal cadre, Smiley recognizes the hand of Karla—his Moscow Centre
nemesis—and sets a trap to catch the traitor. The Oscar-nominated feature film adaptation of Tinker Tailor Soldier Spy is
directed by Tomas Alfredson (Let the Right One In) and features Gary Oldman as Smiley, Academy Award winner Colin
Firth (The King's Speech), and Tom Hardy (Inception). With an introduction by the author.
Chronicles Betser's involvement in the El Al "air marshall" program, the 1967 Arab-Israeli War, the Yom Kippur War of
1973, & a number of successful -- as well as unsuccessful -- hostage/terrorist crises of recent history. Provides an
intimate, firsthand account of Israel's previously classified counter terrorist defense missions. Beginning with new
revelations abut the Six-Day War, Betser tells of the kidnapping of 5 Syrian generals, reports on the execution of Black
September commanders, gives us the first on the scene report of the raid on Entebbe, & exposes the realities of a 25
years of counter terrorist warfare. Photos.
The book starts out picturing a young man who foolishly wants to go to war where he in vision’s himself receiving all
these high class medals for heroism but never once taking into account what it is going to take physically and mentally to
get those medals. He’s constantly playing a head game within himself and those that surround him. He like so many
other young men of past eras are trying to be something that they’re not and that small initial lie grows into a tremendous
reputation that he has to live with and soon regrets that he’s known by such. Come walk with the author and his brothers
of the sword through the dark, humid, unforgiving jungles of Vietnam and experience the death, destruction, and mental
sacrificial anguish they had to endure. Come see why you fear being alone in the denseness of a jungle or a forest that
you have never entered before. Feel the heat of the Asian jungle floor intermixed with the leaches, ants, mosquitoes,
snakes and humans searching you out only to destroy you at any cost. You see our author starts out innocently enough
but soon finds out that war is not only a physical hardship demanding its pounds of flesh, but also is a horrendous mental
agonizing hazard from which there is only one means of escape and/or retreat. That means to an end is death. Yes the
author and his brothers of the sword will take their heroic missions and sacrificial allegiances to the grave with them. But,
the real tragedy of it all is no one really cares about them in the first place. For they were and still are the “Secret
Soldiers of the Second Army” willing to go anywhere, any time, to do the impossible for the ungrateful.
#1 New York Times Bestseller Winner of the Edgar® Award Drawing from his experience as a correspondent in Iraq,
Alex Berenson exploded onto the thriller scene with this perfectly crafted, highly-acclaimed debut novel—“a timely
reminder of the extremely precarious way we live now” (The Washington Post). Years ago, John Wells was an allAmerican boy from Montana. Now, he is roaming the mountains of Pakistan as a member of al Qaeda. After a decade
away from home, he despises the United States for its decadence. He hates America’s shallow, mindless culture of vice
and violence. He is a devout Muslim. He is a brave warrior for Allah. He is a CIA operative. And he is coming home…
GOLD RUSH! The police in Portugal have asked Fenton Hardy to come help them solve a crime, and Frank and Joe are
tagging along. Before they even get on the plane, they’re given a mission of their own: Mrs. Rilke, a friend of the
grandmother of one of Frank and Joe’s classmates, is sending the boys on a treasure hunt! After World War II, a
defecting German soldier buried a fortune in gold bars in Mrs. Rilke’s childhood backyard. She asks the Hardys to
recover the treasure so she can donate it to charity. The problem is that another woman now knows about the gold, and
she and her sons are looking for it too. Can Frank and Joe find the loot before it falls into the wrong hands?
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